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Know your Keywords



Achieve Top Ranks
Google first page at least



v

v

Capture and/or Convert
capture via newsletter and/or 
convert visitors



What else?

Experiment often 

Use the best tools 

Learn from the best



KEYWORD
“everything begins with words typed into search box”



These are Keywords



Why Are Keywords 
Important?

They are used by search engines 
to index your website 

They are used by searchers to 
satisfy their intent 

They should be included in your 
content — if you want your 
content to be ranked for those 
keywords



LONG-TAIL vs BROAD
understanding the long-tail of keyword demand



Long-tail Keyword
[kebaya cantik untuk orang gemuk] is a long-tail keyword

Long-tail keywords tend to be longer words or phrases that 
are more specific reflecting the searcher’s intent 

When searchers find a content that matches their long-tail 
keywords, they will be more likely to read that content — 
compared to other contents that aim for broader keywords



Why Long-tail Keywords?
it would be great to rank #1 for the keyword [kuliah] ... or would it?

People don't talk in 
keywords, or even 
keyword phrases — 
they use long-tail 
keywords instead 

They are easier to rank, 
because they are less 
competitive



KeywordTool.io
find long-tail keywords



Long-tail Keywords

Go to Keywordtool.io 

Make sure that google.co.id and Bahasa Indonesia is chosen 

Use keywords that previously used: [universitas di surabaya], 
[international business management di surabaya] [universitas 
terbaik di surabaya], [sma terbaik di surabaya], [biaya kuliah 
universitas ciputra], [jurusan kuliah], [mahasiswa universitas 
ciputra]

study case 13



Keyword Research
the first step to passive web traffic



keywordkeyword

99

How to find the Right Keyword
the tools

Google AdWords Keyword Planner Tool 

KeywordTool.io 

Moz Fresh Web Explorer 

Google SERP



Google AdWords  
Keyword Planner Tool
identify estimated traffic and find related keywords



Keyword Planner

Go to https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner 

Sign in with your company Google account 

"Tools" -> "Keyword Planner” -> "Search for New Keyword and 
Ad group ideas"

study case 14



Moz Fresh Web Explorer



Google SERP
study case 15 - find relevant keywords



keywordkeyword
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The Ideal Keyword
our criteria

Relevant to our content strategy 

Significant monthly traffic from Google 
Search 

Not competitive



Ranking Factors
it’s a secret, right?



Ranking Factors
in general

Easy to use, navigate, and understand 

Provide direct, actionable information 
relevant to the query 

Professionally designed and 
accessible to modern browsers 

Deliver high quality, legitimate, 
credible content



Impressions & CTR
other metrics

Impressions is the amount of times 
that a webpage has been listed on a 
SERP 

CTR stands for Click Through Rate. 
CTR is the number of times your 
website have been clicked on, divided 
by the times they have been shown.



Ranking Factors
in particular

On-Page SEO 

Off-Page SEO

HTML5 4 U
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On-Page SEO
how usability, ux, & content affect search engine rankings



What is On-Page SEO

On-Page factors are the aspects of a given 
web page that influence search engine 
ranking. 

These include:

Content of a Page 

Title Tag 

URL 

Image alt Text 

Content Length



Content Page

The content of a page is what makes it 
worthy of a search result position.  

It is what the user came to see and is 
thus extremely important to the search 
engines 

Good content must supply a demand and 
must be crawlable.

Scripting 4 U



Content Page

The best content is the one that provides the best 
information to what the searcher’s intent is 

wikipedia.com is supplying general knowledge in almost 
anything 

detik.com is supplying news around Indonesia

example of demandable content

http://detik.com


Title Tag

Title tags—technically called title elements—define the title of a document 

The title element of a web page is meant to be an accurate and concise 
description of a page's content 

Try to keep it under 60 characters



URL

URL, or Uniform Resource Locator is human-readable text that 
was designed to replace the numbers (IP addresses) that 
computers use to communicate with servers 

URL also identify the file structure on the given website.

good vs bad

http://ciputra-uceo.net/blog/2015/2/5/contoh-makalah-
mahasiswa-yang-benar-beserta-pedoman-pembuatan-makalah

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0007TJ5OG/
102-8372974-4064145?
v=glance&n=502394&m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&n=3031001&s=photo&v=glance

http://ciputra-uceo.net/blog/2015/2/5/contoh-makalah-mahasiswa-yang-benar-beserta-pedoman-pembuatan-makalah
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0007TJ5OG/102-8372974-4064145?v=glance&n=502394&m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&n=3031001&s=photo&v=glance


Optimized Web Page

Be hyper-relevant to your content 
strategy 

Include keyword in title tag 

Include keyword in URL 

Include keyword in image alt  

Specify keyword several times 
throughout the content 

Provide unique and valuable content 

Link back to its category/subcategory 
page and homepage

an ideally optimized on-page SEO



Off-Page SEO
how other people can affect search engine rankings



What is Off-Page SEO

Off-Page factors are the aspects that 
the publishers do not directly control. 

It refers to all the things to do directly 
OFF website, such as social networking, 
article submission, forum & blog 
marketing, etc 

These include:

Social Links 

Domain Authority 

Page Authority



Social Links

Share your content and help build 
online reputation 

Embed the social links to the website 
to make visitor share the website with 
ease 

Social Links also including

Google +1 

Sum of FB Shares + Likes + 
Comments 

Tweet





Moz started as an SEO 
consulting company in 2004 

In October 2005, Moz released 
their own ranking factors 

In February 2007, Moz 
launched their own 
independent SEO tools, 
named Moz Pro, to help 
marketers understand how 
search engines work 

In October 2008, Moz released 
Mozscape, their own crawl 
engine for the web 

In October 2013, Moz released 
Moz Analytics to help 
marketers measure and 
improve search, social, and 
brand marketing



Moz

Moz aims is to clarify how search engines actually work 
by mimicking their processes: crawling 324 billion URLs 
across the internet and running multiple experiments 
involving Big Data 

Moz allows marketers to measure their strength in the 
Search Engine by providing insightful data into how the 
search engines are ranking websites

why moz.com?

http://moz.com


Mozscape

Moz crawls the web constantly, searching for new content and re-
crawling existing content 

Moz saves each URL and other interesting details about that page: HTTP 
status code, page title, links, and other information 

Moz computes a link graph of the web and uses that data to generate 
metrics like MozRank, MozTrust, Domain Authority and Page 
Authority 

Mozscape is an API to access all Moz's data. It allows user to customize 
and integrate data from it



Moz Rank

MozRank represents a link popularity score. It reflects the importance of any 
given web page on the Internet 

Pages earn MozRank by the number and quality of other pages that link to 
them. The higher the quality of the incoming links, the higher the MozRank. 

It’s a logarithmic scale between 0 and 10, where a normal page has an 
average mR of 3.0.

Universitas Ciputra

Sekolah Ciputra

Sekolah Citra Berkat

Sekolah Citra Kasih

0 1 2 3 4 5 6



Moz Trust

MozTrust is Moz's global link 
trust score unlike MozRank that 
measuring link popularity 

Receiving links from sources with 
inherent trust—such as the 
homepages of major university 
websites or certain government 
web pages—is a strong trust 
endorsement 

MozTrust determined by 
calculating link “distance” 
between a given page and a 
seeded trust source on the 
Internet



MozRank/MozTrust

Activate MozBar extension 

Go to google.co.id and look for your competitor/your own 
website, click its link 

Check the MozRank and MozTrust score

study case 16 - check your website and competitors’ website



Domain/Page Authority

Domain/Page Authority represents Moz’s best predictions for how well a 
site/page will perform in SERP. 

Moz calculates this by combining metrics such as linking root domains, # 
of total links, Moz Rank, Moz Trust, and every other metric from 
MozScape. 

It’s a logarithmic scale between 0 and 100.

Universitas Ciputra

Sekolah Ciputra

Sekolah Citra Berkat

Sekolah Citra Kasih
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Page Authority

While Domain Authority (DA) measures the whole domain or 
subdomains, Page Authority (PA) measures the strength of 
individual pages

http://ciputraentrepreneurship.com (DA = 39) PA Inbound Links

Home Page 48 14,966

Kriteria Produk Online 26 184

Bisnis Waralaba Rajawali Mart 23 38

Kisah Sukses Tukang Cukur 22 10

Analisa Bisnis McDonalds 20 16

Bisnis Jas Hujan Sepatu 21 27

Pemilik Bisnis Kecil vs Entrepreneur 19 23

http://ciputraentrepreneurship.com


Moz PA/DA
study case 17 - check your website and competitors’ website



Inbound/External Links

Through links, search engines 
analyze the popularity, trust, 
spam, and authority of 
websites and pages 

Trustworthy sites tend to link 
to other trusted sites, while 
spammy sites receive few links 
from trusted sources (MozTrust) 

Links from sites within a topic-
specific community matter 
more than links from general or 
off-topic sites 

Spam links often go both ways. 
A website that links to spam is 
likely spam itself, and in turn 
often has many spam sites 
linking back to it. 

Link signals tend to decay over 
time. It’s important to continue 
earning additional links over 
time.

search engines view them as streets connecting the web




